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About This Content

Sir Lora is a squirrel fleeing the Knights of Drey - an apocalyptic order of furry knights who believe in the coming of the Great
Acorn. He’ll join you in Fort Joy (along with his undead cat mount) and follow you through your adventure, sharing his wit,

wisdom, apocalyptic warnings, and even some skill-crafting secrets.
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Recruit a mini-companion with unique storyline, look, and animations

Unlock skill-crafting recipes as you help him on his journey

Discover how deep the secret of the Great Acorn goes…
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Title: Divinity: Original Sin 2 - Companion: Sir Lora the Squirrel
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Larian Studios
Publisher:
Larian Studios
Franchise:
Divinity: Original Sin 2
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit or Windows 8.1 64-bit or Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 550 or ATI™ Radeon™ HD 6XXX or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 65 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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I just buy what I like.. and yess I like it. It has potential. I'm a massive fan of The Lab arrow game but this feels sluggish in
comparison. It doesn't quite have that same speedy "punch" that The Lab offers, with arrows gliding annoyingly (for me) slowly
towards targets. Another issue is the bow, which is either bugged or is designed in a weird way so that it rotates with the arrow
(opposite hand) rather than the bow controller. This feels really weird to me as the bow is at one angle while my hand is at
another. It removes from the immersion.

Overall, for the price it's not really bad but it's not on par with The Lab - yet.. This is by far the best of the DLCs sofar. The
presentation is amazing, the models beautiful and the setup quick and easy. Not to mention that this is a hilarious, tense and fun
game.

Let's hope we will get more Zombicide DLC in the future!. I love it. I really do. I didn't think I was going to love Chicken
Assassin as much as I do but I do. It's a clicker game. That's it. You take the mouse and you aim and click. Aiming doesn't even
need to be that precise. Chicken Assassin feels like a throwback to childhood and arcades. The artwork is well drawn, funny,
and perfectly done for the game that it is. The soundtrack is also very well done, subtle, and not distracting (although there isn't
much to be distracted from.)

Leveling up is easily done but it does require a bit of grinding. However, even grinding out the easier levels is rewarding. You
gain experience and unique drops still happen. The game is a bit repetitive but, to be honest, what can you expect? It's still very
enjoyable for mindless entertainment and for every completionist out there.

Highly recommended!. Way too buggy. I suggest getting the console versions to fully enjoy this game. Thank Valve for
refunds.. As far as I can tell, it is just like the original game. The only difference I would see (and I'm not too much of a fan of)
is that the movement is not instantaneous (which will affect speedrunners and purists). Otherwise I'm a fan.. It's a lot of fun. A
great art style and visuals, looks very stylish. A lot different from the average clicker game, in a good way! Well worth the price.
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overall a fun game. Got a coupon after making a badge. 50% off why not? Needless to say, I got a refund for $1.50. The game
needs a huge amount of bugfixing, UI improvements, hitbox fixes, physics engine tweaks, or maybe just a lot more attention. I
do look forward to seeing what may change.

 I might update in the future after early access but at this point in time, in my opinion it's not worth it as it is right now..
Honestly my #1 favorite clicker game, i played this game quiet alot and there wasnt a second i didn't enjoy. I loved everything
about this game, the art, the music, the upgrades/equipment. Only clicker game i'd spend money on. 99/10. An exquisite game
indeed. This is a mix of a clicker game and a beat'em up. What started as a simple clickng on enemies in a fight club fight ended
up as a quite incredible pulp adventure mixing cyborgs, mutants, mexican ghosts and killer tomatoes to say the least!

Pros:
- visuals are stunning - game is created in Unity by the way. The level of details is really breathtaking sometimes
- not as tedious as other clickers - really, I wanted to play it and finish the main plot and boss raids, it's really interesting
- loot system is fine and playable
- music is great. I want Chicken Assassin - Master of Humiliation OST, really. Reminds me of when soundtracks were great,
like in PSX times, for example in Vigilante 8 games
- humor is great, authors known how to stuff some references to movies or books here and there

Cons:
- cash cap limit - you can upgrade it, but untill you'll upgrade you'll probably lose a lot of souls (cash in game) due to this
artificial limit
- how the story ends? - ending is somewhat vague
- minor optimization bugs - I ran this game on quite a powerful PC but still got minor slows from time to time

Overall - hell yes, just take it and play it. If you are a fan of clicker games then you'll be really satisfied with it. If you're a casual
player then the better - this game can provide lots of fun.

Come and join our brave chicken protagonist on his mysterious and pulpy journey!

(If there were some DLCs I would totally buy them)

----------
For anyone interested in joining in on completing your own backlog; check it out here - 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/completingthebacklog/discussions/5/530645446320364338/. Cheap little pointless time
waster.

Pros:
1. Nice graphics.
2. Interesting concept for HO game.
3. Cheap price.

Cons:
1. No high score table. What is the point of playing if you can't track getting better at it?
2. No way to turn off sound effects. Music can be turned off, but not effects.
3. Hints can't be turned off.

Would recommend, for the price anyway, except for lack of high score tracking. Pointless without it.. Amazing art and
background characters. This is an amazing train BUT... many of the included career scenarios are all but impossible to complete
unless you want to spend the time saving and reloading all the way from Gretna to Motherwell because in career mode even non
EPS speeds will see your score wiped out by penalties and to get round the various bends like Elvanfoot curve etc you have to
drop to absurd speeds of 70mph whilst you in a class 86 could go round the same bends considerably faster without incurring
one penalty.
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Yet saying that, in standard mode, it is still a very sleek, very powerful train, far better in my opinion than the Voyager or 801, a
shame the speed set control doesn't auto brake like other ones e.g. class 91, 90 etc does on speed set control but it is a very well
modelled, superb crafted train set nevertheless and in other liveries looks gorgeous.

If you are a points and medal zealot like myself then this will frustrate you in career mode but still in other modes it is a pleasure
to drive, very predictable and my one hope is that DTG will pay some lurve to this, add more functionality to the train, fix the
drive quality issues and bring it into the realm of an updated 2015 ready unit.. A classic puzzler I couldn't beat in Elementary
school. Still can't beat it, stuck on Blobnet.
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